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THIS WEEK’S TO DO LIST

Another Year Another Plant Sale

Take plant orders from friends and neighbors.

Or a 40th Like No Other

Finish planting peas, onions, potatoes

Thanks to those who have been working so diligently, we will
have a plant sale like no other! We didn’t get to hang signs or
groom the displays. Call it plant sale in the raw. Everyone should
have the sale information from John, so be ready to shop.
Plant something in honor of our 40th MG Anniversary! I planted
a sycamore tree. It reminds me of the Red Barn, of city plazas, of
shade for the livestock, of a way people marked time and boundaries. Planting a big tree is no small deal. We took a picture when
we planted it, my daughter, my granddaughters and I, in front of
this little 6’ tree. When I’m gone and it’s a 100’ tree, I want people to know that I planted it in 2020 (the year of the pandemic) in
celebration of Master Gardeners’ 40th Anniversary. May it grow
tall and strong and provide shade and shelter for many beings.
Stand tall and garden on. Trust that we’ll see each other again at
exactly the right time.
Judith McDonald

After the yellows and the pinks, there’s nothing quite like
the blues. This miniature iris from Carol Woolcock’s garden
is an incredible shade of blue. Thank you Rod.

Jean St. George has a multitude of spring bulbs flowering in her garden space. Along with her flowering bed, Jean has planted
adjacent neighbor's garden spots with these lively spring bulbs. Jean's corner of the world is a riot of color with tulips, Spanish
hyacinths, Formosa bleeding hearts, daffodils and more. A few closeups of her
beauties.
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Greenhouse Back Yard Effect
Nancy Probst shares these beautiful blooms from her yard. From top to
bottom they are: Lewisia, rhododendron, dogwood.

Jenny’s ABC’s

These flowers are so bright I’d have to
wear sunglasses

This social distancing for the COVID 19 virus is making me appreciate nature and all the beautiful things that are all around
me. The A, B, C song from my childhood came to mind and I
thought I would switch it up a bit on what each letter stands for
but I had to find things that were actually in my garden.
A
is for Ajuga, arbor
B
is for Birds, bees, and a bench or two
C
is for Clematis, compost
D
is for Dogwood tree
E
is for
Echinacea
F
is for Ferns
G
is for Geranium
H
is for Hostas, hollyhock and hose
I
is for Iris
J
is for Jenny is HERE (Can I count creeping Jenny?)
K
is for Kitty cats (My 2 best friends right now)
L
is for Lamium, lilies
M
is for Morning glory (ugh, the bad kind)
N
is for Nests in nearly every tree, some in bushes
O
is for Oh No! No plants that begin with “O”
P
is for Peonies, peonies, and more peonies
Q
is for Quirky yard art made by me
R
is for Rhubarb, rose, rocks
S
is for Shasta daisy
T
is for
Trees, trellis
U
is for Ugh. . .can’ find any plants that begin with “U”
V
is for Violets
W
is for Wisteria, watering can, wheelbarrow, weeds
X
is for XOXOXO I love this game!
Y
is for Yarrow
Z
is for Z-Z-z-z-z Time for a nap
Now I know my a,b,c’s.
Next time won’t you sing with me?
How many a, b, c’s do you have in your garden??
Jenny Mansfield

From our Foundation President:

FOUNDATION MEETING DATE CHANGE – MARK YOUR CALENDARS PLEASE!
At our April 15th meeting we voted to hold our “plant sale that didn’t happen” on May 6th-9th. Our next regularly scheduled Foundation Meeting is on the calendar for May 6th. In an effort to make sure the show goes
on I would like to move the Foundation Meeting back one week to Wednesday, May 13th. The time (1030)
will remain the same.
I will be sending the Agenda out next week but wanted everyone to get the dates changed as soon as possible so you will be able to attend.
I also wanted to say thanks – for your belief in my ability to remain president for another year, for being
troopers during some very challenging times, and for keeping faith that soon we will be gardening and learning together again. I think the first time we are actually able to get together again in person is going to truly
be a celebration, whether it’s two or ten of us!
Lastly, in an effort to keep everyone informed – our Greenhouse was broken into during the night of April
23rd. The damage was discovered Thursday morning. While many items were carried outside to what appeared to be a staging area it does not appear that anything was actually taken off the premises. Nothing
other than what was removed was disturbed inside the house. Damages (the big hole that was cut in the
side to gain access) will cost under $500 plus tax and any labor costs to repair. It could have been far
worse. The Conservation District was not so lucky in that they had several potted trees and shrubs taken
that have not been recovered.
We are taking steps to ensure that we minimize our risk going forward. Stay tuned for details.

Melody Westmoreland

Trees Eats Rocks
When you live on 5 acres of rocks and weeds,
you’ll take any solution you can get. I ordered
red alder trees because I like that they are nitrogen fixers. But a news article from Oregon State
goes much further into how red alder not only
takes atmospheric nitrogen and makes it into
forms available to other plants, it likewise gathers minerals out of rock and makes those available to other plants as well. They sound like very
beneficial plants.
Judith McDonald

This little iris is beautiful. Not blue, but close

Check out this banner!
Is that cool, or what? At one of our foundation
meetings I mentioned that we needed a banner to take
to anywhere we were in person as we celebrate our
40th year in Master Gardeners. Before class was over
that day, Sara Judd had it ordered with the bi-line of
'40 years and beyond', suggested by Ken, so that it can
be used for a long time. But alas it is sitting at the
office with no celebrations to make it's debut. But it
will happen, it really will, just later in the summer and
fall for sure. Our 20 in 20 idea got pushed back a bit
but we are still making this happen. Ken has worked
hard on getting the tree donation project for the city of
Yakima. Melody has suggested some great ideas to
contribute to our library system, and a new food garden in the making will be celebrated as well. Please
keep thinking of ways we might contribute to your
community, what you are doing as a volunteer, to see
if they might qualify for this project. Remember what
you suggest should showcase who we are, be a new
project we don't already have going and hopefully an
element of education too. Remember that Yakima
County is a big county so if you live in a smaller community that could benefit from some of the things we
do, please speak up. Send your ideas to me and I will
work with you to see if we can make it happen."
Diana Pieti

Change in Publications
Weekly Dirt Ends; Monthly MG Newsletter Begins
Please let me take a moment here to thank Judith McDonald for taking on a weekly project for all of us, the Weekly
Dirt. We always look forward to reading what is happening and what all of us are doing and she has made this happen. Thank you so much Judith! But now it is time to welcome a new editor, Julie Hunziker, who will be doing our
monthly publications. We can't wait to see her put her spin on this. Remember that we are the contributors, reporting
on the committees you are in, projects happening, classes coming up, and what you are doing at home. Photos are
always welcome. The monthly newsletters are sent to you during the first week of every month and deadline for submissions is the 25th of the previous month, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THIS FIRST PUBLICATION AND DEADLINE
IS THURSDAY THE 30TH. THAT IS THIS WEEK, SO GET YOUR SUBMISSIONS TO JULIE NOW. Send to
jbhunziker@gmail.com
Diane Pieti

https://extension.wsu.edu/yakima/home-garden/master-gardeners/master-gardener-resources/

